
A staged approach for 
simple integration

Over the past decade cloud computing has evolved to 
become an urgent priority for any competitive business.

As well as preserving capital through a subscription model, cloud can 
help you significantly reduce management complexity, access the latest 
productivity tools, and enhance collaboration between your team 
members and business partners.

With in-built scalability, cloud also provides on-demand capacity for 
increased storage and data processing, allowing you to leverage 
innovative strategies such as advanced analytics and machine learning.

Ideal opportunities to incorporate cloud
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Leverage the power
of public cloud

Hardware refresh

Save on acquisition costs by 
migrating selected workloads to 
public cloud resources.

Hardware refresh

Hardware refresh

Have the latest versions of leading 
applications through affordable 
monthly subscriptions.

Updating application

Hardware refresh

Scale up for growth, enhance 
integration and share real time 
information with new users.

Mergers and acquisitions

Hardware refresh

Boost your capacity and increase 
your security with offsite data 
storage.

Disaster recovery and backup

Infrastructure



There’s no need to replace your entire IT solution as you can integrate new capabilities through a hybrid 
approach, one step at a time. And as you become more comfortable, and more skilled, you can migrate 
additional applications, operating systems, platforms or your entire infrastructure.But how do you get 
started? And what’s the best approach to take?

Four steps to cloud transformation
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Through our vast experience with all cloud models, experteq can help you plan 
your journey and transform your capabilities.

The first step is to plan where your applications should run in a cloud environment, 
and how your staff members will access these. Using discovery tools, we’ll help you 
compile an inventory of applications with performance data and metadata.

Assessment1
We’ll help you map your servers per application, understand how they communicate 
with each other, and then identify any dependencies. Assessment tools will help to 
evaluate the best way to migrate each on premise application to the cloud.

Migration2
Through proactive optimisation tools, we’ll identify potential bottlenecks and new 
ways to improve your application performance, analyse user behaviour and fine tune 
the best experience for your team and your customers.

Optimisation3
Through cloud native management tools, we’ll help you maximise the performance 
and availability of your Hybrid Cloud resource and applications, and pro-actively 
identify potential issues. 

Management 4
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Simple integration
experteq will show you how to achieve 
out-of-the-box integration with popular 
DevOps, issue management, ITSM and
SIEM tools.

Ongoing device and user 
management solutions
As well as managing your cloud solution, 
experteq can take care of your PCs and mobile 
devices.

Through a simple web-based console, we’ll help 
your team access applications, data and 
resources on any device and from any location.

Some of the ways that we help:

Enhanced security, complete 
visibility and simple deployment

By employing the latest tools and most 
qualified security experts, today’s top-tier 
cloud providers offer far greater data 
protection than most companies could ever 
achieve in-house.

In addition, through experteq’s extensive expertise in 
the heavily regulated Financial Services Industry, 
experteq adds a further layer of security by 
automating and orchestrating ongoing monitoring 
activity, and helping you make sure your solution is 
successfully configured.

Our services support international service standards, 
such as NIST and ISO 27000, and because we are PCI 
compliant and fully aligned with APRA guidelines, we 
help you to meet all regulatory requirements including 
CPS 234.

Full stack visibility
With a modern cloud solution, you’ll have a full view 
of all your applications, infrastructure and network 
with advanced analytics, dashboards and 
visualisation maps.

Intelligent insights
You’ll be able to analyse, correlate and monitor data 
from various sources with powerful query language 
and built-in machine learning constructs. 

Broad application compatibility

Fast and seamless implementation 

Minimal upfront investment

Rapid ROI through cost savings

Infinite scalability and reliability
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Simple integration

Ongoing device and user 
management solutions

Enhanced security, complete 
visibility and simple deployment

Broad application compatibility

Fast and seamless implementation 

Minimal upfront investment

Rapid ROI through cost savings

Infinite scalability and reliability



Find out more about our 
cloud integration solutions. 
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Talk to us today about your business requirements and 
we’ll undertake a technical assessment and provide 
you with recommendations for your organisation.

TransAction Solutions Limited trading as experteq ™ ACN 084 571 040.
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